A network embedding consists of a vector representation for each node in the network. Network embeddings have shown their usefulness in node classification and visualization in many real-world application domains, such as social networks and web networks. Directed networks with text associated with each node, such as citation networks and software package dependency networks, are commonplace. However, to the best of our knowledge, their embeddings have not been specifically studied. In this paper, we create PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2, two algorithms based on NNs that learn embeddings of directed networks with text associated with each node. We create two new labeled directed networks with text-associated node: The package dependency networks in two popular GNU/Linux distributions, Debian and Fedora. We experimentally demonstrate that the embeddings produced by our NNs resulted in node classification with better quality than those of various baselines on these two networks. We observe that there exist systematic presence of analogies (similar to those in word embeddings) in the network embeddings of software package dependency networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such a systematic presence of analogies is observed in network and document embeddings. This may potentially open up a new venue for better understanding networks and documents algorithmically using their embeddings as well as for better human understanding of network and document embeddings.
Introduction
Machine learning has a long history of being applied to networks for various tasks, such as network classification [19] , prediction of protein binding [1] , etc. Thanks to the advancement of technologies such as the Internet and database management systems, the amount of * Equal contribution data that are available for machine learning algorithms have been growing tremendously over the past decade. Among these datasets, a huge fraction can be modeled as networks, such as web networks, brain networks, citation networks, street networks, etc. [24] . Therefore, improving machine learning algorithms on networks has become even more important.
However, due to the discrete and sparse nature of networks, it is hard to apply machine learning directly to them. To resolve this issue, one major school of thought to approach networks using machine learning is via network embeddings [7] . A network embedding consists of a real number-valued vector representation for each node in the network. These vectors can then be fed into machine learning algorithms for various classification and regression tasks.
In recent years, there have been dramatic advancements in learning network embeddings, such as Deep-Walk [17] , LINE [21] , node2vec [8] , DNGR [2] , metap-ath2vec [4] , GraphSAGE [9] , M-NMF [22] , LANE [10] , PRUNE [13] , RSDNE [23] , and SIDE [11] . Most of these works, however, focus on the structure of the networks alone and do not take data associated with nodes into account, while, in reality, there exist a huge amount of networks in which each node has associated text data (a document), such as citation networks with titles and abstracts of articles, web networks with contents of web pages, etc.
To address this issue, [25] proposed text-associated DeepWalk (TADW), a network embedding learning algorithm that combines the network and documents associated with nodes to learn network embeddings. However, despite the presence of "DeepWalk" in its name, it is based on matrix factorization of adjacency matrices and has scalability issues: Its space requirement scales quadratically with respect to the number of nodes. Therefore, developing an effective and scalable network embedding learning algorithm for networks with textassociated nodes is still imperative.
One important type of network with text-associated nodes is software package dependency networks. They play essential roles in modern software package management systems. For example, in most cases, when a user installs a software package on a modern GNU/Linux distribution via its software package management system (which is the most common way to install software), a software package dependency network is queried so that the software package management system installs necessary dependencies of that software package. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, software package dependency networks have not been studied in the context of network embeddings (despite that they have been studied in the context of data mining for other purposes, e.g., [20, 3] )-the majority of the huge literature of network embeddings have a major focus on social networks, with some on other networks such as citation networks and web networks (e.g., [25] ).
In this paper: (1) We create two new directed networks with text-associated and multi-labeled nodes, the package dependency networks in Debian and Fedora, two popular GNU/Linux distributions. (2) We propose parent-child text-associated DeepWalk-1/-2 (PCTADW-1/PCTADW-2), two algorithms for learning network embeddings for directed networks with textassociated nodes, and we demonstrate that PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 outperformed other algorithms in terms of effectiveness. (3) The systematic presence of analogies has been long observed in word embeddings and has played an essential role in human understanding of word embeddings and algorithmically understanding words (e.g., [15] ). Unfortunately, such analogies have not been systematically observed in network and document embeddings. For the first time, we observe the systematic presence of analogies in network embeddings. Similar to the role of analogies as in word embeddings, this may potentially open up a new venue for better understanding networks and documents algorithmically using their embeddings as well as for better human understanding of network and document embeddings.
Background

Software Package Dependency Network
A software package dependency network characterizes the dependency relationship between software packages in a software package management system. Simply speaking, a package A depends on a package B iff installing A requires installing B first. They are usually directed networks in which each node represents a software package and each directed edge characterizes a dependency relation. For example, in a software package dependency network that describes Python packages (such as those in PyPI), there would be an edge that connects the node representing "tensorflow" to the node representing "numpy" to represent the fact that the software package "tensorflow" depends on "numpy." In addition, in modern software package management systems, each package usually also has an associated text description.
2.0.2 Learning Network Embeddings on Networks with Text-Associated Nodes As mentioned in the introduction, the majority of current network embedding learning algorithms focus on the networks alone without taking into account data associated with nodes, especially text data. TADW is a recently developed algorithm that learns network embeddings on networks with text-associated nodes. It learns a network embedding by factorizing the matrix M = (A + A 2 )/2, where A is the |V |×|V | probabilistic transition matrix characterizing the transitions of states of a randomly walking agent on the network, i.e.,
where deg(u) is the degree of u. To incorporate text information associated with nodes, TADW multiplies an additional matrix that represents text features during the matrix factorization. In other words, it computes
Here, T is a matrix consisting of the text feature vector of each node, and W and H are the to-be-learned matrices that consist of vector representations of each node. From the equation above, it is easy to see that the space complexity of TADW scales quadratically with respect to the number of nodes even if the network is sparse and therefore has a scalability issue.
Embeddings of Directed Networks
For a given directed network G = V, E , we represent each v ∈ V using two real number-valued vectors v c and v p . v c and v p encode v from two different perspectivesv as a child (from its incoming edges) and parent (from its outgoing edges)-and are referred to as the child vector representation and parent vector representation of v, respectively. (u is a parent (node) of v and v is a child (node) of u iff (u, v) ∈ E.) We modify the Skip-gram model [17] as to minimize a negative log probability, i.e., as to compute 
Here, vectors with and without superscript † are analogous to "output" and "input" vectors in [ (2)], which train vectors to accurately predict surrounding nodes from given nodes without incorporating directions, we take directions into consideration:
The model is also flexible enough to allow explicit weighting of the relationship between two nodes based on various factors such as their distances and the structure of the network, while [15] does not consider the effects of distances between two words (as long as they are close within a given window size), and [17] only implicitly incorporated these factors in their sampled random sequences but does not explicitly discuss or derive their effects in their optimization goal.
Incorporating Text Associated with Nodes
While Equation (3.3) learns an embedding for a directed network, it does not incorporate text information associated with nodes. To incorporate text information, we alter the optimization goal to be
is the set of all documents associating with nodes in G and (4.7)
.
where Ω is a vocabulary, w v is a weighting hyperparameter and v is a concatenation of v c and v p . This is similar to PV-DBOW [14] : We minimize the error of predicting a word in a document given the node that this document is associated with.
Architectures of our Neural Networks
The architecture of our NNs, PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2, are as follows. PCTADW-1 approximates Equation (4.6) with an additional constraint ∀v ∈ V : v c = v p imposed. PCTADW-1 takes the vector representation of a node as its input. It has three softmax units directly takes the input vector as input. The first softmax unit, which we refer to as the word softmax unit, predicts a randomly sampled word in the node's associated text. The word softmax unit learns text information associated with nodes. The second/third softmax unit, which we refer to as the parent/child node softmax unit, predicts a randomly sampled s-parent/child node. The parent/child node softmax unit learns the structure of the network. Details of the architecture PCTADW-1 are depicted in Figure 1a . PCTADW-2 takes the child and parent vector representations of a node as its input. It approximates Equation (4.6). It has three softmax units. The first softmax unit, the word softmax unit, takes both the two vectors as input to a softmax unit that predicts a randomly sampled word in the node's associated text. The second/third softmax unit, the parent/child node softmax unit, takes the node's child/parent vector representation as its input and predicts a randomly sampled s-parent/child node. Details of the architecture PCTADW-2 are depicted in Figure 1b .
In both PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2, to handle nodes with missing associated texts, parent nodes, or child nodes, we simply do not backpropagate from their respective output nodes.
Sampling of Training Data Points
In each epoch, we iterate over each node v once. We feed v into the NN for t v times, where t v is a hyperparameter. We set
where n p (v) and n c (v) are the numbers of s-parent and s-child nodes of v, respectively, and m is a hyperparameter that is used to prevent t v from being too large. Each time when feeding v into the NN, we also need to sample a word ω in the associated document, an schild u of v, and an s-parent u of v. We sample ω by uniformly randomly choosing a word in d v . We sample u by randomly walking from v along edge directions for s nodes and then uniformly randomly choosing a u s in the walked path. We sample u similarly except that we walk inversely along edge directions.
It is easy to see that
is the number of words in d v . We now derive w c u,v and w p v,u in Equation (3.3) resulted from our random walk scheme. During random walk, we denote the state of being at node ν using e ν , a vector with its ν th element being 1 and all other elements 0. Let A be the transit matrix of the random walk that follows edge directions, i.e.,
characterizes the probability of transiting from e µ to e ν .
Here, deg out (µ) is the out-degree of node µ. Therefore, for a sufficiently large number of epochs k, when v is input to the NN, the expected number of times that u is the to-be-predicted s-child node is ktv
Similarly, for a sufficiently large number of epochs k, the expected number of times that u is the to-be-predicted
where deg in (µ) is the in-degree of node µ. Since w c u,v and w p v,u are proportional to the numbers of times that u is used to predict its s-child v and that v is used to predict its s-parent u, assuming an asymptotically large number of epochs, we have
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we report our experimental evaluation of PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 with a focus on software package dependency networks via node classification.
Datasets
In our experiments, we created 2 datasets, Fedora and Debian, each of which is a package dependency network whose most nodes are associated with text. Fedora and Debian contain information on the dependency relationship of software packages in the GNU/Linux distributions Fedora version 28 and Debian version 9.5, respectively. We chose these two GNU/Linux distributions since both of them play essential roles in the usage of GNU/Linux: Fedora is the foundation of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, a popular GNU/Linux distribution, which, for example, powers Summit and Sierra, two of the three fastest supercomputers in the world as in June 2018 [5] ; Debian and its derivation, Ubuntu, were reported as the top two choices of operating systems for hosting web services as in 2016 [6] . In these networks, each node represents a software package and is associated with a description of it. Each edge represents a dependency relation. Fedora has 49 282 nodes, 302 057 edges, and 7 labels. Debian has 51 259 nodes and 235 982 edges, and 8 labels. We generated Fedora using DNF Python API 1 and Debian using python-apt 2 . We removed all isolated nodes in both networks. We also manually removed 46 erroneous cyclic dependencies in Debian 3 .
Baselines
We compared PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 with the following baselines.
DeepWalk [17] learns vector representations of nodes in a network using Skip-gram [15] , a widely used word vector representation learning algorithm in computational linguistics. It treats sequences of nodes generated by random walks in the network as sentences and applies Skip-gram on them. It demonstrated superior effectiveness compared with a few previous approaches on some social networks. While it works well on networks, it does not take additional information, such as those associated with nodes, into account. We used the implementation by the original authors of [17] 4 . We set the dimension of learned vector representations to be 128 in our experiments. We used the default values for its other hyperparameters, i.e., the number of random walks to start at each node was set to be 10 and the length of each random walk was set to be 40.
Doc2Vec [14] learns vector representations for documents using an NN that is similar to the ones used in Skip-Gram [15] : It has an embedding layer after each input unit, followed by a (hierarchical) softmax unit that predicts a word. [14] proposes two major variants: PV-DM and PV-DBOW. PV-DM trains an NN that takes a document and a randomly sampled window of words in this document as input and predicts another word in the sampled window. PV-DBOW trains an NN that takes a document as its input and predicts a randomly sampled word in it. We can use these two methods to generate a vector representation for the docu-1 https://dnf.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api.html 2 https://salsa.debian.org/apt-team/python-apt 3 We have made these data publicly available online https: //doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1410669 . 4 https://github.com/phanein/deepwalk ment associating with each node as a vector representation for this node. We used the implementation from the gensim software package [18] . We set the dimension of learned vector representations to be 128 and the number of training epochs to be 100 in our experiments. We also removed stopwords in all documents before we applied PV-DM and PV-DBOW. Simple Concatenation represents a node using a concatenation of its vector representations learned by DeepWalk and PV-DM or PV-DBOW. We used the same hyperparameters for DeepWalk, PV-DM, and PV-DBOW as before except for that the dimension of the learned vector representations is set to be 64, so as to make the dimension of the concatenated vectors to be 128.
TADW [25] learns vector representations of nodes in a network in which each node is associated with rich text (a document). We used the vectors learned by PV-DM and PV-DBOW as the feature vectors of documents. For each network, we applied TADW twice with the dimension of the learned vectors to be 128 (same as the setting of PCTADW) and 500 (same as in [25] ).
Settings of PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2
We set the dimension of learned vectors to be 128. We set m = 5 and s = 2. We used Adam [12] to train our NNs and set the learning rate, β 1 , and β 2 to be 0.001, 0.9, and 0.999. We set the number of training epochs to be 100. We note that, although we used the same number of epochs as PV-DM and PV-DBOW, our number of training data points in each epoch is much smaller than those in PV-DM and PV-DBOW: PV-DM and PV-DBOW train their NNs to predict every single word at least once in each document in each epoch, while PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 only train the NNs to predict a single randomly sampled word from each document and a single s-parent and s-child node of each node 5 .
Node Classification
A common method to evaluate the quality of network embeddings is via linear classification of nodes. We chose one-vs-rest logistic regression as the linear classifier for evaluation. We applied it to the learned vector representation and labels of each node. We ran multiple rounds of k-fold cross validation with different k's to evaluate our algorithms on different percentages of labeled nodes available for training in the network. Unlike regular k-fold cross validation, we used a "reversed" version of it: Instead of using k − 1 splits of data for training and 1 split for testing, we used 1 split for training and k − 1 splits for testing. We did this because, in real-world applications of network embeddings, labeled nodes that are available for training are often the minority. We ran the logistic regression algorithm for 100 epochs on each learned embedding on each dataset in each round of cross validation. We report our experimental results in Table 1 . We do not report the results of TADW since we encountered its aforementioned scalability issue, which has also been reported elsewhere [13] . From the results, PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 dominantly won on Fedora. On Debian, the most competitive three algorithms are PCTADW-2, PCTADW-1 and DeepWalk+PV-DBOW. PCTADW-2 virtually won on all percentages of nodes used for training, and PCTADW-1 also won on all percentages of nodes used for training except for 50%, in which case it is also very close to the winner. DeepWalk+PV-DBOW won on all percentages of nodes used for training except for 5% and 10%. Overall, PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 are relatively more advantageous than other algorithms when the percentage of nodes used for training is smaller.
Understanding Analogies in
Network Embeddings Analogies in word embeddings have demonstrated their power for algorithmically understanding the semantics associated with words and human understanding of word embeddings [15, 16] . They have also been used as an empirical tool for evaluating the quality of word embeddings [15] . In a word embedding, an analogy test asks a question of the form "WordA1 is to WordA2 what WordB1 is to
." [15] shows two examples: " 'Germany' is to 'Berlin' what 'France' is to 'Paris';" " 'quick' is to 'quickly' what 'slow' to 'slowly'." Mathematically speaking, these mean that v Paris and v slowly are the vectors in the word embedding that are closest (or very close) to v Berlin − v Germany + v France and v quickly − v quick + v slow , respectively, where v word is the vector reprensentation of "word." Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, similar analogies have not been discovered as systematic phenomena in network embeddings or document embeddings. In this subsection, for the first time, we present the systematic presence of analogies in network (and document) embeddings in software package dependency networks.
Software packages often have analogical semantics associated with themselves. For example, a lot of Python software have both Python 2 and Python 3 versions and they are usually packaged as two different software packages. Therefore, semantically we have the analogy of " Python 2 version of Software A is to its Python 3 version what Python 2 version of Software B is to its Python 3 version." Similar analogies also hold for software with both Python and Ruby bindings. For another example, a lot of software, especially those written in C or C++, has two separate packages: One contains the executables and libraries of the software and the other, called a development software package, contains files, such as header files, that are necessary for developing other C/C++ software that uses this software as a depended library. The latter type of package always has its name ending with "-devel" in Fedora and "-dev" in Debian. Figure 2 illustrates some of these analogies.
We performed two types of analogy tests as follows. In the first type of analogy test, on each dataset, we chose some kinds of analogy pairs, such as aforementioned "foobar-devel" versus "foobar" and "pythonfoobar" versus "python3-foobar." Then, for each kind of analogy pairs, we considered every two such pairs (a 1 , a 2 ) and (b 1 , b 2 ). We computed v a2 − v a1 + v b1 and sorted the distances of all vectors in the network embedding to it. We then recorded the rank r b2 of v b2 in these sorted distances. We then compared the cumulative histogram of r b2 for the network embedding produced by each algorithm. The taller the histogram is, the better the corresponding network embedding performed for that analogy test. The second type of analogy test is similar to the first type, except that, instead of considering every two pairs (a 1 , a 2 ) and (b 1 , b 2 ), we only considered all pairs with a specific given pair. For example, for the kind of analogy pair "python-foobar" versus "python3-foobar," we only compared the cumulative histogram of r b2 in case of (a 1 , a 2 ) being ("pythonscipy", "python3-scipy"). In this example, we refer to this type of analogy test as "python-foobar" versus "python3-foobar" with respect to "python-scipy" versus "python3-scipy." We used the second type of analogy test when it would be too computationally expensive if its corresponding analogy test of the first type were performed.
We performed three analogy tests, (a) "pythonfoobar" versus "ruby-foobar" in Debian, (b) "foobardevel" versus "foobar" with respect to "bash-devel" versus "bash" in Fedora, and (c) "python-foobar" versus "python3-foobar" with respect to "python-scipy" versus "python3-scipy" in Debian. Figure 3 shows our experimental results. In (a), PCTADW-1 was the winner. In (b), DeepWalk was the winner. In (c), PV-DBOW, PV-DM, PB DeepWalk+PV-DBOW, and DeepWalk+PV-DM won all other three algorithms.
Our first observation is that, an algorithm won in node classification did not necessarily win in analogy tests. In other words, an algorithm's effectiveness in (b) "foobar-devel" vs "foobar" with respect to "bash-devel" vs "bash" in Fedora (c) "python-foobar" vs "python3-foobar" with respect to "python-scipy" vs "python3-scipy" in Debian node classification and analogy tests were not necessarily consistent. For example, although PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 outperformed other network embedding learning algorithms, they still lost in analogy tests (b) and (c). In fact, Table 2 briefly shows that both of PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 are more effective than DeepWalk in predicting whether a node corresponds to a development package in Fedora.
Our second obversation is that, analogy tests were more responsive to what information had been used for training. In Fedora, a node representing a development software package "foobar-devel" is always directly connected to the node representing "foobar." This strong relationship in the structure of the network could be the reason that led to the best performance of DeepWalk in (b), since DeepWalk produced network embeddings only based on the structure of the network. Similarly, in Debian, the description of a package "python-foobar" is often almost identical to "python3-foobar" with some "Python" or "Python 2" replaced with "Python 3." This strong similarity in the documents could be the reason that resulted in the winning of all algorithms involving PV-DBOW and PV-DM in (c). While in (a), neither the structure of the network or documents associated with nodes present a strong relationship. In this case, PCTADW-2 won, perhaps because it has the best integration of the structure of the network and documents associated with nodes.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2, two algorithms for learning embeddings of networks with text-associated nodes. We created two new node-labeled software package dependency networks with text-associated nodes, Fedora and Debian. We then demonstrated the effectiveness of PCTADW-1 and PCTADW-2 compared with a few other baseline algorithms on Fedora and Debian. Finally, for the first time, we discovered and discussed the systematic presence of analogies (that are similar to those in word embeddings) in network and document embeddings in the context of our Fedora and Debian networks. They may potentially open up a new venue for better understanding networks and documents algorithmically using their embeddings as well as for better human understanding of network and document embeddings.
One future direction is to use these analogies in net-work embeddings of software package dependency networks to understand and mine hidden/unknown relationship between software packages. Another direction is to incorporate other metadata of software packages during the training procedure.
